FG 300 Invisi-Base
Flush Mount Base for FG 300 Channelizer Posts

— Made in the USA —
FG 300 Invisi-Base – Simple to Install and Maintain

The FG 300 Invisi-Base is designed for use in three different applications:

• Flush-mount Channelizer Post
• Rubber Curb Retrofit
• Barrier Wall Delineation

Flush-mount Channelizer Post

The Invisi-Base provides for the use of FG 300 post where the posts are mounted flush with the roadway. This can reduce trip hazards when our posts are used in areas with high pedestrian traffic. The Invisi-Base also provides for installation of FG 300 posts in the spring and easy removal of the posts in the fall. Simply remove the post, install the Winter Cover and the Invisi-Base becomes invisible on the roadway.

The plate covers are designed so that the fasteners attach with just a 1/4 turn. These fasteners allow for quick installation and a secured mounting that will resist rust. The fasteners are attached to the covers, virtually eliminating the risk of loss.

Rubber Curb Retrofit

The Invisi-Base allows the retrofit of FG 300 channelizer posts into existing recycled rubber curb sections. It can be glued into cored out holes in the rubber curb. This allows for use of our highly durable EFX or UR channelizer posts.

Barrier Wall Delineation

For top mount delineation of concrete barriers, this base provides a slim, clean profile for a 16” FG 300 Model PE post with reflective sheeting.

The Invisi-Base comes standard with the Summer Cover, lock pins and fasteners. Winter Covers are sold separately.

When a Flexi-Guide post is attached to the Invisi-Base, the Summer Cover keeps the post securely attached. When the posts are removed, the Winter Cover protects the Invisi-Base from road debris and provides even surface that is flush to the road to accommodate winter snow plow operations.

FG 300 Invisi-Base Features:

• 1/4 turn fasteners allow easy and quick installations
• Optional Winter Cover for snow country Installations
• Posts easily removed for winter snow plow operations